
 

Feeding the Front Line: One of the most remarkable facts about Folkestone during the Great War is the number of men and women who set out for 

the Western Front from the town’s harbour. The figure is in the millions! Perhaps even more astonishing is the fact that not a single person was lost 

to enemy action while crossing … Continue reading “Feeding the Front Line” 

1:  _ _ _ _ SHORT project wants to bring to life the part that Folkestone played in the Great War 

 The Christmas Truce; born in Folkestone? The diaries of Lieutenant Kurt Zehmisch, a  German WW1 soldier , were 

discovered by his son while clearing out the family loft. Rudolf was astonished to find  that his father had helped initiate 

the infamous ceasefire of 1914 . “My father had studied in France. He also visited England. He went on a day trip to … 

Continue reading “The Christmas Truce; born in Folkestone?” 

 

2:  F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ was also the point of arrival for the Belgian Royal Family and served as a temporary home not just for them but for over 

100,000 other refugees from the fighting. 

 War Horse – Folkestone: As Steven Spielberg’s adaptation of the Michael Morpurgo story about Joey, the War Horse, hits the 

screens, we take a look at the life of real life war horses. As Britain’s front-line town and gateway to France, many of these 

noble creatures began their ‘enlistment’, training and journey to the Western Front, in Folkestone.  Click … Continue reading 

“War Horse – Folkestone” 

3:  Folkestone was the point where the men either went on their way to or from the Western F_ _ _ _  

 

Folkestone was the UK’s epicentre for troop movements to and from the Great War’s Western Front in 1914-18;  it is 

estimated that about 10,000,000 Channel passages were made from Folkestone to Boulogne, protected by the Dover Patrol, 

although only about 8,000,000 returned the same way 



 

4 The English coastal port of Folkestone was the artery through which more than 10 million _ _ _  poured between 1914 and 1918 and beyond, on 

their way to or from the Western Front 

 

Most troops assembled on The Leas, Folkestone’s seaside promenade atop the 150 ft high cliffs, and then marched down the 

steep ‘Slope Road’ to the harbour for embarkation.   Because of the severe gradient, the order ‘Step-Short’ was given, hence 

the name of the organisation now established to make preparations for marking the centenary of the outbreak of hostilities in 

2014 

5: Folkestone played a crucial role in the First World _ _ _ as a communications hub for the Western Front 

 

After the Armistice an obelisk was constructed at the top of the road, its name was changed to the Road of Remembrance, and 

rosemary was planted along its southern length in commemoration of the millions who died.   A fine memorial to the local fallen was 

also erected 

6:  28th August 1916 Italy declares war on G_ _ _ _ _ _ 

  



 

 

 

 

The questions are numbered and in yellow,  

put the answer in the relevant numbered box  

 

        R C B I N  
1       S T E P    
2 F O L K E S T O N E    
3     F R O N T     
4        M E N    
         N     
5        W A R    

6       G  E R M A N Y 
         Y     

 


